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Method and system for synchronization of two databases in a lawful interception
network by comparing checksum values

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention is related to Lawful Interception applications and in

particular to the integrity of the warrant provisioning throughout the whole L I

solution.

BACKGROUND

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary Lawful Interception (LI)

system and network 10 according to prior art. Said system and network

comprises a number of entities. The exemplary L I system comprises a Law

Enforcement Management Function, LEMF, 12 for requesting L I services of

the LI system and collecting the intercepted information of Intercepting

Access Point, IAP, nodes in the system. The system shall provide access to

the intercepted Content of Communications, CC, and Intercept Related

Information, IRI, of a target and services related to the target on behalf of one

or more Law Enforcement Agencies, LEAs, 80. An intercept request, also

denoted Request for L I activation, is sent through a first Handover Interface,

HI1 , located between the Law Enforcement Management Function 12 and an

Intercept Mediation and Delivery Unit, IMDU, 14 comprising a Mediation

Function, MF, 16, involving an Administration Function, ADMF,. Said

Mediation Function 16 and Administration Function generate based on said

received request a warrant comprising said one or more target identities, and

sends said warrant towards an Intercepting Access Point, IAP, 20 via an

interface denoted X1_1 . The IAP 20 may be connected to a node of a

network, e.g. the Internet, a 3 GSM (third Generation Mobile

Communications System), etc., from which it intercepts said Content of

Communications and Intercept Related Information of a mobile target. Said

CC and IRI are network related data. As reference to the standard model,

see references [1], [2] and [3], the content of communication is intercepted in

the IAP network node and it is based upon duplication of target



communication payload without modification. In reference [3], the interfaces

HI1 and HI2 is specified in more detail. The IAP sends IRI raw data via an

interface X2 to a Delivery Function for IRI reporting, DF2, 22 and a Mediation

Function of IRI, MF2, 24 that generates and delivers to a collection

functionality a standardized IRI report based on the received IRI report. Said

standardized IRI report is sent over a standardized interface HI2 to the LEMF

12. The IAP 20 also sends CC raw data via an interface X3 to a Delivery

Function for CC reporting, DF3, 26 and a Mediation Function of IRI, MF3, 28

which generates and delivers to a collection functionality a standardized CC

report based on the received CC report. Said standardized CC report is sent

over a standardized interface HI3 to the requesting LEMF 12.

Together with the delivery functions it is used to hide from the third

generation (3G) lAPs that there might be multiple activations by different

Lawful Enforcement Agencies on the same target.

The HI2 and HI3-interfaces represent the interfaces between the LEA

and two delivery functions. The delivery functions are used:

- to distribute the Intercept Related Information (IRI) to the relevant

LEA(s) via HI2;

- to distribute the Content of Communication (CC) to the relevant

LEA(s) via HI3.

According to known internet access services, all the IP streams

related to a given target is intercepted and delivered as a whole session data

flow regardless any service used within an interception session. If a LEA

needs to access specific contents embedded in the whole session streams, it

becomes necessary to do an appropriate post-processing of the intercepted

data to find the data content of interest.

In the L I solution, the warrant data are stored in a source target

database 30 of the mediation function 16 and, during the activation period,

they are set on the lAPs 20 and stored in a target database 40 in each IAP

20. The data are not stored in a persistent way in the target databases 40 in

the lAP's, i.e. they are lost in case of system shut-down.



Differences between the list of warrants in a target database 40 and

the source target database 30 may occur as result of a node entity restart or

a communication problem with the entities in the node.

An Audit and Synchronization function ensures the integrity of

warrant provisioning within the L I Solution. It aims to guarantee to the User

that:

■ All of the appropriate warrants are active in the target

databases 40 in different lAPs 20;

■ There is no un-authorized active warrant;

■ Active warrants are aligned with source target database

parameters.

This function is crucial since it allows to detect any possible

unauthorized access on the target database 40.

A report with all the encountered discrepancies between the target

databases 40 in the lAPs 20 and mediation function 16 in the IMDU 14 is

produced as result of the audit.

The Synchronization can be optionally requested at the creation of

the audit job.

The current L I solutions interwork with very complex

telecommunication networks, where:

- Number of lAPs is constantly increasing;

- There are multiple technical identities for the same intercepted

subject;

- The number of intercepted subjects/targets is increasing in many

countries.

One of the most demanding operations of the L I solution is the Audit

functionality, which is used to periodically compare the source target

database 30 of the L I management system IMDU 14 versus the target

database 40 of all the lAPs 20 in the entire network.



In such complex scenario, from one side the Audit operation

becomes more and more essential, from another side, the Audit becomes so

demanding that the time needed for completing the whole operation, of

checking item per item in the source target database 30 of the MF 16 versus

the list of target databases 40 of any of the lAPs 20, might be very long and

not always acceptable by the Lawful Enforcement Agencies.

The time between an authorized access to the IAP target database

40 leading to an illegal setting of interception target and the time of its

detection is very crucial. Due to the above mentioned complexity of the audit

execution, the discovery of a fraudulent interception order can take hours of

delay.

SUMMARY

One object with the following disclosure is to provide a solution of the

above problems and drawbacks with the known prior art.

According to one aspect of the solution, a method and embodiments

thereof for effectively securing validity of a target database in a node of a

Lawful Interception Network are disclosed. Said target database is intended

to be identical to a source target database. The method may therefore

comprise sending a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database, and receiving a response comprising the

target database checksum from the requested node. The method further

involves comparing the received target database checksum to a source

target database checksum determined for the corresponding source target

database, and sending an order to start an audit and synchronisation process

if the two compared checksums differ.

According to further one aspect of the solution, a Validity securing

arrangement and embodiments thereof are disclosed. The Validity securing

arrangement is provided for effectively securing validity of a target database

in a node in a Lawful Interception Network. Said target database is intended

to be identical to a source target database. The arrangement comprises a

processing means being adapted to send a request for a target database



checksum to the node comprising the target database, to receive a response

comprising the target database checksum from the requested node, to

compare the received target database checksum to a source target database

checksum determined for the corresponding source target database, and to

send an order to start an audit and synchronisation process if the two

compared checksums differ.

According to further one aspect, a method and embodiments for

effectively securing validity of a target database in a node of a Lawful

Interception Network are disclosed. Said node comprises a target database,

which is intended to be identical to a source target database. The method

comprises receiving a request for a target database checksum of the target

database and sending a response comprising the target database checksum

to an indicated node.

An interception access point, IAP, target database arrangement and

embodiments thereof is also disclosed. The method is for effectively securing

validity of a target database in a node of a Lawful Interception Network, said

node comprising a target database, which is intended to be identical to a

source target database. The arrangement comprises a processing means

being adapted to receive a request for a target database checksum of the

target database and to send a response comprising the target database

checksum to an indicated node.

Further, it is provided a computer program comprising computer

program code which, when run in a processor of a system, causes the

system to perform a method comprising sending a request for a target

database checksum to the node comprising the target database, and

receiving a response comprising the target database checksum from the

requested node. The method further comprises comparing the received

target database checksum to a source target database checksum determined

for the corresponding source target database, and sending an order to start

an audit and synchronisation process if the two compared checksums differ.

According to additionally one aspect, a computer program comprising

computer program code which, when run in a processor of a system, causes



the system to perform the method steps of receiving a request for a target

database checksum of the target database, and sending a response

comprising the target database checksum to an indicated node.

Different embodiments and examples are provided in the dependent

claims.

One advantage with the above methods and arrangement is that the

validation of target databases associated with a source target database is

more effective than known validation and audit methods. Instead of

comparing record by record, two checksums are compared.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The foregoing, and other, objects, features and advantages of the

present invention will be more readily understood upon reading the following

detailed description in conjunction with the drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary Lawful Interception

system and network according to prior art;

Figure 2 is a message and signalling chart illustrating a new

functionality compared to known Lawful Interception system;

Figure 3 is a message and signalling chart illustrating an embodiment

of the new functionality;

Figure 4 is a message and signalling chart illustrating further one

embodiment of the new functionality;

Figure 5 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a method in an

IMDU node;

Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a method in an

IAP node;

Figure 7 is a flowchart illustrating further one embodiment of a

method in an IAP node;

Figure 8 is a block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a Lawful

Interception system and network arrangement;

Figure 9 is a block diagram of another exemplary embodiment of a

Lawful Interception system and network arrangement.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not

limitation, specific details are set forth, such as particular circuits, circuit

components, techniques, etc. in order to provide a thorough understanding of

the present invention. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the art

that the present invention may be practiced in other embodiments that depart

from these specific details. In other instances, detailed descriptions of well-

known methods, devices, and circuits are omitted so as not to obscure the

description of the present invention with unnecessary detail.

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating of an exemplary Lawful

Interception (LI) system and network 10 according to prior art. Said network

and system has already been described in the background section above.

Figure 2 is a message and signalling chart illustrating a new

functionality compared to known Lawful Interception system.

The signaling chart illustrates the signaling between an IMDU

comprising a Mediation Function and an Interception Access Point, IAP, node

in an IP network via an interface denoted X1_1 .

The Administration Function generates a request for a target

database checksum, and sends said request towards the IAP via the

interface X1_1 . The IAP receives the request and starts to determine a

checksum for the stored target database. The IAP may determine the

checksum by means of a calculation unit comprising a checksum algorithm.

The calculation unit may be implemented as a digital processor and memory

storage comprising the checksum algorithm. The determined target database

checksum is sent in a message to the IMDU where the mediation function

receives the message. The mediation function comprises a calculation unit

comprising the same checksum algorithm as is used in the IAP. The

calculation unit of the mediation function determines by calculating a source

target database checksum from the source target database.

The IMDU is configured to compare the two checksums, i.e. the

target database checksum and the source target database checksum, to



each other. If they are identical, the process goes to a stand-by state,

wherein the process is waiting for the next periodically request to be sent.

If the two checksums differ, the IMDU is configured to send an order

to the IAP node to start an audit and synchronization process. The IAP

receives the start order and the IAP starts the full audit and synchronization

process, wherein all target records of the target database are checked for

records that differs from the corresponding and original records in the source

target database. The full audit and synchronization process is a time and

bandwidth consuming process for the L I system.

According to another embodiment, which is illustrated in the signaling

scheme in figure 3 , the request for a target database checksum is sent and

received in a keep-alive check message. The IAP node responds to the

IMDU by sending a keep-alive response comprising the target database

checksum. When the IMDU has received the keep-alive response message,

the IMDU compares the two checksums. The result of the comparison

controls the process either to go to the stand-by state or to start the full audit

and synchronization process.

In figure 4 , a signaling scheme of further one embodiment is shown.

In the illustrated embodiment, the IAP node and the IMDU are configured to

calculate one or more subset target database checksums based on one or

more subsets of the stored target databases. More specifically, a subset of a

target database has one subset target database checksum, which is

calculated by means of a checksum algorithm.

Hereafter, a subset target database checksum may be abbreviated to

subset checksum.

The Mediation Function generates a request for a target database

checksum, and sends said request towards the IAP via the interface X1_1 .

The IAP receives the request and starts to determine a subset checksum for

a subset of the stored target database. A target database or list of targets

may be partitioned into subsets, e.g. by using the target identity type. Thus, a

subset of targets may consist of Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services

Digital Network-Number, MSISDN, target identities. Another subset may



consist of all International Mobile Subscriber Identity, IMSI, identities. Yet

another partitioning may be to create subsets of targets by applying the MOD

X mathematical operation, e.g. at the targets by applying the targets having

the same MOD X will belong to the same group.

In case of errors this restricts the problem to one or few small

subsets and so enabling the possibility to order the full audit and

synchronization operation only towards the identified target subset(s).

The IAP may determine the subset checksum by means of a

calculation unit comprising a checksum algorithm. The calculation unit may

be implemented as a digital processor and memory storage comprising the

checksum algorithm. The determined subset target database checksum is

sent in a message to the IMDU where the mediation function receives the

message. In some embodiments, the mediation function comprises a

calculation unit comprising the same checksum algorithm as is used in the

IAP. The calculation unit of the mediation function determines by calculating

a subset source target database checksum of the subset of the source target

database.

It is tested if all subset checksums have been received from the IAP

node. As long as not all subset checksums have been received, the IMDU

will generate and send new target database checksum requests to the IAP

node.

If all subset checksums have been received from the IAP node, the

IMDU is configured to compare two subset checksums of the corresponding

subsets, i.e. the subset target database checksum and the subset source

target database checksum, to each other. If they are identical, the process

goes to a stand-by state, wherein the process is waiting for the next

periodically request to be sent.

If the two checksums differ, the IMDU is configured to send an order

to the IAP node to start an audit and synchronization process. The IAP

receives the start order and the IAP starts an audit and synchronization

process for only the corresponding subsets having differing checksums. All

target records of the subset target database are checked for records that



differ from the corresponding and original records in the subset source target

database. The subset audit and synchronization process time is reduced

compared to the full audit and synchronization process, which is a time and

bandwidth consuming process for the L I system and bandwidth. Thus, the

subset audit and synchronization process time has the advantage that it

saves time and bandwidth, and it is therefore a capacity saving process.

A checksum or hash sum is a small-size datum computed from an

arbitrary block of digital data for the purpose of detecting errors that may

have been introduced during its transmission or storage. The integrity of the

data can be checked at any later time by recomputing the checksum and

comparing it with the stored one. If the checksums match, the data was likely

not accidentally altered.

The procedure that yields the checksum from the data is called a

checksum function or checksum algorithm. A good checksum algorithm will

yield a different result with high probability when the data is accidentally

corrupted; if the checksums match, the data has the same high probability of

being free of accidental errors.

Checksum functions are related to hash functions, fingerprints,

randomization functions, and cryptographic hash functions. However, each of

those concepts has different applications and therefore different design

goals. It is important to not use a checksum in a security related application,

as a checksum does not have the properties required to protect data from

intentional tampering.

Check digits and parity bits are special cases of checksums,

appropriate for small blocks of data (such as Social Security numbers, bank

account numbers, computer words, single bytes, etc.). Some error-correcting

codes are based on special checksums that not only detect common errors

but also allow the original data to be recovered in certain cases.

The hash is a cryptographic checksum or message integrity code

(MIC) that each party must compute to verify the message. For example, the

sending computer uses a hash function and shared key to compute the

checksum for the message, including it with the packet. The receiving



computer must perform the same hash function on the received message

and shared key and compare it to the original (included in the packet from the

sender). If the message has changed in transit, the hash values are different

and the packet is rejected.

Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA1 ) was developed by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology, as described in Federal Information

Processing Standard (FIPS) PUB 180-1 . The SHA process is closely

modeled after MD5. The SHA1 computation results in a 160-bit hash that is

used for the integrity check. Because longer hash lengths provide greater

security, SHA is stronger than MD5.

Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA1 ) or Secure Hash Algorithm 2

(SHA2) are recommended to be used as checksum algorithms. These two

algorithms ensure there is no collision. In computer science, a collision or

clash is a situation that occurs when two distinct pieces of data have the

same hash value, checksum, fingerprint, or cryptographic digest. So, if there

is no collision, there is no possibility to get false integrity information.

Figure 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a method for

effectively securing validity of a target database in a node of a Lawful

Interception Network, e.g. in a node comprising IMDU functionality, e.g.

mediation functions. Said target database is intended to be identical to a

source target database. The checksums may be determined by means of the

same Secure Hash Algorithm.

The method comprises at least following measures:

S 110: Sending a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database.

S120: Receiving a response comprising the target database

checksum from the requested node.

S130: Comparing the received target database checksum to a

source target database checksum determined for the corresponding source

target database.

The method further involves comparing the two checksums, i.e. the

target database checksum and the source target database checksum, to



each other, S135. If they are identical, the process goes to a stand-by state,

wherein the process is waiting for the next periodically request to be sent.

If the two checksums differ, the IMDU is configured to send an order

to the IAP node to start an audit and synchronization process. The IAP

receives the start order and the IAP starts the full audit and synchronization

process, wherein all target records of the target database are checked for

records that differs from the corresponding and original records in the source

target database. The full audit and synchronization process is a time and

bandwidth consuming process for the L I system.

S140: Sending an order to start an audit and synchronisation process

if the two compared checksums differ.

According to some embodiments, the method sends a request for a

target database checksum to the node comprising the target database in a

keep-alive check message. The method is an preferably adapted to receive a

response comprising the target database checksum from the requested

node, said response being a keep-alive response.

In further embodiments, the method may send a request for a target

database checksum to the node comprising the target database, wherein the

request is a request for a subset checksum based on a subset of the target

database. The method is modified to receive a response from the requested

node, said response comprising a subset checksum based on the requested

subset of the target database. The method further involves sending an order

to start an audit and synchronisation process for the subset of the target

database for which the subset checksum differ from the corresponding

subset of the source target database.

Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method for effectively securing

validity of a target database in a node of a Lawful Interception Network, said

node comprising a target database, e.g. a node comprising an Interception

Access Point. The target database is intended to be identical to a source

target database. The method comprises at least following step:

S210: Receiving a request for a target database checksum of the

target database.



The target database checksum of the target database may already

have been determined and stored in a memory, according to one example of

the method. The target database checksum may be calculated automatically

each time a new warrant is or has been received, said warrant comprising

target information.

According to another example of the method, the target checksum is

automatically calculated when a request for a target database checksum is

received. Said example is illustrated in figure 7 . The method according to

said example comprises:

S215: Determining a target database checksum for the target

database.

The target database checksum for the target database may be

determined by means of a Secure Hash Algorithm.

Both examples of the method involve the measure:

S220: Sending a response comprising the target database checksum

to an indicated node.

If the target database checksum differs from the source target

database checksum, the IMDU node is configured to send an order to the

IAP node from which the target database checksum in question was

received. Thus, the method comprises:

S230: Receiving an order to start an audit and synchronisation

process.

When an order to start an audit and synchronisation process has

been received, the IMDU node is configured to start and and run the process:

S240: Start the audit and synchronization process.

According to further one example of the method, the receiving of a

request, S210, may be modified to receive a request for a target record

checksum in a keep-alive check message. The method according this

example preferably comprises a modified sending of a response measure,

S220, which implies sending a response comprising the target record

checksum in a keep-alive response.



According to an alternative method in the IAP node, the receiving of

a request, S210, comprises:

- Receiving a request for a target database checksum, wherein the

request is a request for a subset checksum based on a subset of the target

database. In the alternative method, the sending of a response, S220,

comprises:

- sending a response, said response comprising a subset checksum

based on the requested subset of the target database.

In this alternative method, the receiving of an order to start an audit

and synchronisation process, S230, comprises:

- receiving an order to start an audit and synchronisation process for

a subset of the target.

Figure 8 is a block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a L I

system and network comprising an arrangement 300 in the IMDU 114 and an

arrangement 400 in the IAP node 120.

This is a L I system that is adapted to provide a LEA, Law

Enforcement Agency, 180 with Content of Communication CC and Intercept

Related Information IRI from one or more sessions related to one or more

target identities.

The LEA 180 sends a L I request to a LEMF, Law Enforcement

Management Function, 112. The request specifies different kind of data and

information for enabling Lawful Interception regarding data traffic flow of a

specific target. An intercept request, also denoted Request for L I activation,

is sent through a first Handover Interface, HI1 , located between the Law

Enforcement Management Function 112 and an IMDU, i.e. an Intercept

Mediation and Delivery Unit, 114 comprising a Mediation Function/Delivery

Function, MF 116 and an Administration Function, ADMF,. Said Mediation

Function 116 and Administration Function generates based on said received

request a warrant comprising said one or more target identities, and sends

said warrant via a transceiver 330 towards an Interception Access Point, IAP,

120 via an interface denoted X 1 1.



The IAP 120 is according to the illustrated embodiments situated in a

node of a data communications network or telecommunications network

which handles and distributes IP data packet flows from which the IAP

intercepts Content of Communications, CC, and Intercept Related

Information, IRI, of one or more target's communication sessions. Said CC

and IRI are network related data. As reference to the standard model, see

references [ 1 ] , [2] and [3], the content of communication is intercepted in the

IAP network traffic node and it is based upon duplication of target

communication payload without modification. The IAP 120 comprises a

controller comprising a processor unit configured to control the circuitry,

units, blocks and functionalities of the IAP 120 and other circuitry.

The IAP 120 is provided with a receiver unit to receive a request with

a warrant specifying one or more targets as one or more target identities. The

request is an order to intercept IP Data Traffic passing through the traffic

node. The IAP 120 may be provided with data acquiring means for

intercepting IP data traffic through the node using said one or more target

identities.

Thus the IAP 120 is configured to collect payload data of the IP data

stream related to one or more target identities, e.g. persons, companies, etc,

for which interception has been requested. A sender in the ICE 120 is

adapted to forward the collected data to an IMDU 114, who processes the

data. Such a process may be filtering and conversion of the data to another

format or standard. The processed data is delivered to a Law Enforcement

Management Function 112 for further distribution to the requesting LEA 180.

The IAP 120 sends the intercepted payload via an interface X2 to a

Mediation Function MF2 124 and a Delivery Function DF2 122 for IRI

reporting. The Mediation Function and Delivery Function, MF2/ DF2, is

configured to generate and deliver to a Collection Functionality (not shown) in

the LEMF 112, a standardized IRI report based on the received IRI report

comprising metadata related to the CC sent over X3 and HI3. Said

standardized IRI report is sent over a standardized interface HI2 to the LEMF



112. The IRI reports comprises metadata is extracted from the application-

layer in any IP payload. Metadata examples for different services are:

- For an email service: sender address, recipients' addresses,

email subject, timestamp, email protocol, mail server address,

attachment presence indicator, attachment file names;

- For a chat service: chat application name, user identities of

involved parties, timestamp, text message;

- Web browsing service: timestamp visited URL, visited IP address,

HTTP operation, exchanged bytes.

The delivery function unit DF2 122 is used to distribute the Intercept

Related Information IRI to the relevant LEA or LEAs via HI2.

The arrangement is adapted to provide a Law Enforcement Agency

180 with payload data of an intercepted Internet Protocol flow, IP flow,

wherein the payload data belongs to one or more target identities using a

specific Internet service.

The Intercept Mediation and Delivery Unit 114 also involves a

Mediation Function/Delivery Function, MF3/DF3 168 configured to receive

intercepted payload data from the Intercepting Control Element 120. The

intercepted payload belongs to one or more target identities using a specific

Internet service. The mediation functionality MF3 168 forwards the IP packets

of the received payload data to the Law Enforcement Agency 180 requesting

the interception via the handover interface HI3 according to an HI3 protocol.

The Intercept Mediation and Delivery Unit 154 may comprise a

second Mediation Functionality MF2 124, which is configured to forward an

Intercept Related Information IRI report via the second Handover Interface

HI2 to the Law Enforcement Agency. Said report comprises at least metadata

which is based on the received payload data which is sent to the Law

Enforcement Agency 180 via the handover interface HI3.

The IMDU 114 comprises further a Validity securing arrangement

300 for effectively securing validity of a target database 40 in an IAP 120.

Said target database is intended to be identical to a source target database

30. The arrangement 300 may be implemented as a processing means 305



comprising a processor 310 and memory 320. The processing means of the

validity securing arrangement 300 is adapted perform the steps of the

method S 100 and its embodiments, i.e. to send a request for a target

database checksum to the node 120 comprising the target database 40, to

receive a response comprising the target database checksum from the

requested node 120, to compare the received target database checksum to a

source target database checksum determined for the corresponding source

target database 30, and to send an order to start an audit and

synchronisation process if/when the two compared checksums differ.

Thus, the checksums have to be determined by means of the same

Secure Hash Algorithm. A calculation unit may be implemented by the digital

processor 310 and memory storage 320 comprising the checksum algorithm.

The Validity securing arrangement 300 of the IMDU 114 is configured

to compare the two checksums, i.e. the target database checksum and the

source target database checksum, to each other. If they are identical, the

Validity securing arrangement 300 goes to a stand-by state, wherein the

Validity securing arrangement 300 of the IMDU 114 is waiting for the next

periodically request to be sent.

If the two checksums differ, the Validity securing arrangement 300 of

the IMDU is configured to send an order to the IAP node 120 to start an audit

and synchronization process.

The IAP receives the start order and the IAP starts the full audit and

synchronization process, wherein all target records of the target database are

checked for records that differs from the corresponding and original records

in the source target database. The full audit and synchronization process is a

time and bandwidth consuming process for the L I system.

According to some embodiments of the validity securing arrangement

300, the processing means 305 is further adapted to send a request for a

target database checksum to the node comprising the target database 40 in

a keep-alive check message. The processing means 305 of the validity

securing arrangement 300 is preferably adapted to receive a response



comprising the target database checksum from the requested node 120, said

response being a keep-alive response.

According to further embodiments of the validity securing

arrangement 300, wherein processing means 305 is further adapted to send

a request for a target database checksum to the node 120 comprising the

target database, wherein the request is a request for a subset checksum

based on a subset of the target database.

The processing means of the validity securing arrangement 300 is

preferably adapted to receive a response from the requested node 120,

which comprises an lAP. The response comprises a subset checksum based

on the requested subset of the target database. The processing means 305

is further adapted to send an order to start an audit and synchronization

process for the subset of the target database 40 for which the subset

checksum differ from the corresponding subset of the source target database

30.

Figure 8 further illustrates an Interception Access Point, lAP, target

database arrangement 400 for effectively securing validity of a target

database 40 in a node 120 of a Lawful Interception Network, preferably an

Interception Access Point node 120. Said node comprises or is connected to

a target database 40, which is intended to be identical to a source target

database 30. The arrangement 400 comprises a processing means 405. Said

processing means 405 adapted to receive a request for a target database

checksum of the target database 40 and to send a response comprising the

target database checksum to an indicated node comprising the IMDU 114 in

the L I network 100. The lAP target database arrangement 400 comprises a

transceiver 430 for signaling, receiving and sending messages, protocols,

e.g. requests, responses, etc.

The processing means 405 of the lAP target database arrangement

400 is further adapted to determine a target database checksum for the

target database 40. The target database checksum for the target database is

determined by means of a Secure Hash Algorithm. A calculation unit may be



implemented by the digital processor 410 and memory storage 420

comprising the checksum algorithm.

The processing means 405 is further adapted to receive an order to

start an audit and synchronization process.

The processing means 405 may further be adapted to start and

control an audit and synchronization process.

According to some embodiments of the arrangement 400, the

processing means 405 may be adapted to receive a request for a target

database checksum in a keep-alive check message. The processing means

405 is adapted to send a response comprising the target database

checksum, said response being a keep-alive response.

According to further embodiments of the arrangement 400, the

processing means 405 may be adapted to receive a request for a target

database checksum, wherein the request is a request for a subset checksum

based on a subset of the target database. The processing means 405 is

further adapted to send a response, said response comprising a subset

checksum based on the requested subset of the target database. The

processing means 405 of the arrangement 400 is further adapted to receive

an order to start an audit and synchronization process for a subset of the

target.

Figure 9 is a block diagram of another exemplary embodiment of an

arrangement 300 in the IMDU 114 and an arrangement 400 in the IAP node

120 in a L I system and network, which is similar to the L I system and network

described above in figure 8 .

The IMDU 114 comprises further a Validity securing arrangement

300 for effectively securing validity of a target database 40 in an IAP 120.

Said target database is intended to be identical to a source target database

30. The arrangement 300 may be implemented as a processing means 305

comprising a processor 3 10 and memory 320. The processing means of the

validity securing arrangement 300 is adapted perform the steps of the

method S100 and its embodiments, A computer program comprising



computer program code which, when run in the processor 3 10 , causes the

arrangement 300 to perform the method steps:

S 110: - sending a request for a target database checksum to the

node comprising the target database;

S120: - receiving a response comprising the target database

checksum from the requested node;

S130: - comparing the received target database checksum to a

source target database checksum determined for the corresponding source

target database;

S140: - Sending an order to start an audit and synchronisation

process if the two compared checksums differ.

A computer program product comprises a computer program and a

computer readable means on which the computer program is stored.

Figure 9 further illustrates an Interception Access Point, IAP, target

database arrangement 400 for effectively securing validity of a target

database 40 in a node 120 of a Lawful Interception Network, preferably an

Interception Access Point node 120. Said node comprises or is connected to

a target database 40, which is intended to be identical to a source target

database 30. The arrangement 400 comprises a processing means 405. A

computer program comprising computer program code which, when run in

the processing means 405, causes the arrangement 400 to perform the

method steps:

S210: - receiving a request for a target database checksum of the

target database;

S215: Determining a target database checksum for the target

database.

S220: - sending a response comprising the target database

checksum to an indicated node.

A computer program product comprises a computer program and a

computer readable means on which the computer program is stored.

The invention may be implemented in digital electronically circuitry, or in

computer hardware, firmware, software, or in combinations of them.



Apparatus of the invention may be implemented in a computer program

product tangibly embodied in a machine readable storage device for

execution by a programmable processor; and method steps of the invention

may be performed by a programmable processor executing a program of

instructions to perform functions of the invention by operating on input data

and generating output.

The invention may advantageously be implemented in one or more

computer programs that are executable on a programmable system including

at least one programmable processor coupled to receive data and

instructions from, and to transmit data and instructions to, a data storage

system, at least one input device, and at least one output device. Each

computer program may be implemented in a high-level procedural or object-

oriented programming language or in assembly or machine language if

desired; and in any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted

language.

Generally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a read

only memory and/or a random access memory. Storage devices suitable for

tangibly embodying computer program instructions and data include all forms

of non-volatile memory, including by way of example semiconductor memory

devices, such as EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic

disks such internal hard disks and removable disks; magneto-optical disks;

and CD-ROM disks. Any of the foregoing may be supplemented by, or

incorporated in, specially -designed ASICs (Application Specific Integrated

Circuits).

A number of embodiments of the present invention have been

described. It will be understood that various modifications may be made

without departing from the scope of the invention. Therefore, other

implementations are within the scope of the following claims defining the

invention.
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CLAIMS

1. Method for securing validity of a target database in a node of a Lawful

Interception Network, said target database intended to be identical to a

source target database:

- sending (S 10) a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database;

- receiving (S120) a response comprising the target database

checksum from the requested node;

- comparing (S130) the received target database checksum to a source

target database checksum determined for the corresponding source

target database;

- Sending (S140) an order to start an audit and synchronisation process

if the two compared checksums differ.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the checksums are

determined by means of the same Secure Hash Algorithm.

The method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein sending a request

comprises:

- sending (S1 10) a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database in a keep-alive check message.

The method according to claim 3 , wherein receiving a response

comprises:

- receiving (S120) a response comprising the target database

checksum from the requested node, said response being a keep-alive

response.

The method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein sending a request

comprises:

- sending (S1 10) a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database, wherein the request is a request for a

subset checksum based on a subset of the target database.



The method according to claim 5 , wherein receiving a response

comprises:

- receiving (S120) a response from the requested node, said response

comprising a subset checksum based on the requested subset of the

target database.

The method according to claim 6 , wherein the sending of an order to

start an audit and synchronisation process comprises:

- sending (S140) an order to start an audit and synchronisation process

for the subset of the target database for which the subset checksum

differ from the corresponding subset of the source target database.

Validity securing arrangement (300) for securing validity of a target

database in a node in a Lawful Interception Network, said target

database (40) intended to be identical to a source target database (30),

the arrangement comprising a processing means (305) being adapted

to:

- send a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database;

- receive a response comprising the target database checksum from the

requested node;

- compare the received target database checksum to a source target

database checksum determined for the corresponding source target

database;

- send an order to start an audit and synchronisation process if the two

compared checksums differ.

9 . The validity securing arrangement according to claim 9 , wherein the

checksums are determined by means of the same Secure Hash

Algorithm.



10. The validity securing arrangement according to claim 8 or 9 , wherein

processing means is further adapted to:

- send a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database in a keep-alive check message.

1 . The validity securing arrangement according to claim 0 , wherein

processing means is further adapted to:

- receive a response comprising the target database checksum from the

requested node, said response being a keep-alive response.

12. The validity securing arrangement according to claim 8 or 9 , wherein

processing means is further adapted to:

- send a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database, wherein the request is a request for a

subset checksum based on a subset of the target database.

13. The validity securing arrangement according to claim 12, wherein

processing means is further adapted to:

- receive a response from the requested node, said response

comprising a subset checksum based on the requested subset of the

target database.

14. The validity securing arrangement according to claim 13, wherein

processing means is further adapted to:

- send an order to start an audit and synchronisation process for the

subset of the target database for which the subset checksum differ from

the corresponding subset of the source target database.

15. Method for securing validity of a target database (40) in a node (120) of

a Lawful Interception Network, said node comprising a target database,

which is intended to be identical to a source target database (30), the

method comprises:

- receiving (S210) a request for a target database checksum of the

target database;



- sending (S220) a response comprising the target database checksum

to an indicated node.

16. The method according to claim 15 , wherein the method comprises:

- determining (S21 5) a target database checksum for the target

database.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the method comprises:

- determining (S215) a target database checksum for the target

database by means of a Secure Hash Algorithm.

18 . The method according to any of claims 15 - 17 , wherein receiving a

request comprises:

- receiving (S210) a request for a target database checksum in a keep-

alive check message.

19. The method according to claim 18 , wherein sending a response

comprises:

- sending (S220) a response comprising the target database checksum,

said response being a keep-alive response.

20. The method according to any of claims 15 - 17 , wherein receiving a

request comprises:

- receiving (S210) a request for a target database checksum, wherein

the request is a request for a subset checksum based on a subset of

the target database.

2 1 . The method according to claim 20, wherein sending a response

comprises:

- sending (S220) a response, said response comprising a subset

checksum based on the requested subset of the target database.



22. The method according to claim 15 , wherein the method comprises:

- receiving (S230) an order to start an audit and synchronisation

process.

23. The method according to claim 15 , wherein the receiving of an order to

start an audit and synchronisation process comprises:

- receiving (S235) an order to start an audit and synchronisation

process for a subset of the target.

24. An interception access point, IAP, target database arrangement (400)

for securing validity of a target database (40) in a node (120) of a

Lawful Interception Network (100), said node comprising a target

database (40), which is intended to be identical to a source target

database (30), the arrangement comprising a processing means (405)

being adapted to:

- receive a request for a target database checksum of the target

database;

- send a response comprising the target database checksum to an

indicated node.

25. The arrangement according to claim 24, wherein the processing means

is further adapted to:

- determine a target database checksum for the target database.

26. The arrangement according to claim 25, wherein the processing means

is further adapted to:

- determine a target database checksum for the target database by

means of a Secure Hash Algorithm.

27. The arrangement according to any of claims 24 - 26, wherein the

processing means is further adapted to:



- receive a request for a target database checksum in a keep-alive

check message.

28. The arrangement according to claim 27, wherein the processing means

is further adapted to:

- send a response comprising the target database checksum, said

response being a keep-alive response.

29. The arrangement according to any of claims 24 - 26, wherein the

processing means is further adapted to:

- receive a request for a target database checksum, wherein the

request is a request for a subset checksum based on a subset of the

target database.

30. The arrangement according to claim 29, wherein the processing means

is further adapted to:

- send a response, said response comprising a subset checksum based

on the requested subset of the target database.

3 1 . The arrangement according to claim 24, wherein the processing means

is further adapted to:

- receive an order to start an audit and synchronisation process.

32. The arrangement according to claim 24, wherein the processing means

is further adapted to:

- receive an order to start an audit and synchronisation process for a

subset of the target.

33. A computer program comprising computer program code which, when run

in a processor (305) of a system, causes the system to perform the

method steps of claim 1:

- sending (S 10) a request for a target database checksum to the node

comprising the target database;



- receiving (S120) a response comprising the target database

checksum from the requested node;

- comparing (S130) the received target database checksum to a source

target database checksum determined for the corresponding source

target database;

- Sending (S140) an order to start an audit and synchronisation process

if the two compared checksums differ.

A computer program according to claim 33, further comprising computer

program code which, when run in a processor of a system, causes the

system to perform the method steps of independent claims 2 - 7 .

A computer program product comprising a computer program according

to claim 33 and a computer readable means on which the computer

program is stored.

A computer program comprising computer program code which, when run

in a processor (405) of a system, causes the system to perform the

method steps of claim 15:

- receiving (S210) a request for a target database checksum of the

target database;

- sending (S220) a response comprising the target database checksum

to an indicated node.

A computer program according to claim 36, further comprising computer

program code which, when run in a processor of a system, causes the

system to perform the method steps of independent claims 16 - 23.

38. A computer program product comprising a computer program according

to claim 36 and a computer readable means on which the computer

program is stored.
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